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Effective journaling can result in so many positive outcomes that help to 
benefit wellness and quality of life. Journaling assists in our ability to 

better take control over our lives and put things into perspective. 
Journaling can: 

Improve working memory and communication 

Improve sleep 

Boost mood and self-confidence 

Enhance your sense of well-being 

Improve and strengthen your immune system 

Decrease the impact of intrusive thoughts and avoidance 

Improve your quality of life 

Assist in detecting unhealthy patterns in behavior and thought 

Help to identify and accept emotions 

Manage stress and ease symptomatology of mental illness 

Benefits of Journaling 



We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, 
then, is not an act, but a habit.  - Aristotle

Routine can be helpful when it comes to managing our mental health. It can help us to fit all 
of the important things into our day. The predictability of routine can offer some comfort in 
an otherwise unpredictable world. We have to be a little bit careful not to get so stuck in 
our routines that they start to cause us stress, or stop us from being able to do things that we 
want to do. As long as we’re finding our routines helpful and not harmful, and feel able to 
flex and change them as our life changes, they can be a great thing to build on and 
develop over time 

BUILD IN THE IMPORTANT THINGS 

Creating a routine allows us to build in time for the important things. This includes time to 
rest, relax, and have fun. It’s not perfect – there are always going to be days when 
something overruns, a job takes three times as long as we expect it to take, or someone 
pops in unexpectedly. But structuring our time to include some downtime increases the 
likelihood that we’ll manage to have that time most days. We will all value different things – 
for some of us it might be reading with the kids, others might want some time each day to 
play with their cat, some of us might enjoy sitting and reading for a little while. For many of 
us, it will be something else entirely, but that’s why our daily routines are individual to us. 

DAILY HABITS 

Having a routine can help us to cultivate positive daily habits and to prioritize  self-care. 
Organizing our time gives us the opportunity to build in blocks of time for things that are 
important to us. This can allow us to build in daily habits that help us with our mental health. 
It could include things like time to relax, or a regular bedtime. When they’re part of our 
routine, it can make it easier to keep up with them because we have the time to do them 
and they become our new normal.   

REDUCING STRESS 

Having a daily routine can help to reduce our stress levels. Trying to remember things can 
be really stressful and can fill our brains up with everything on our ‘to do’ list; which can be 
incredibly overwhelming. When we have a routine, a lot of the things we do day-to-day slot 
in, and we don’t have to think about them anymore. For example, when we’re well we 
don’t have to remember to clean our teeth, because we know from habit that teeth-cleaning 
comes after breakfast every day. Routine can take the guesswork and uncertainty out of bits 
of our day, which can allow us to feel more in control and less stressed. 

Routine and Habits

https://www.bustle.com/articles/148246-7-benefits-of-a-solid-daily-routine


If you want to become a more positive person, you must first change your 
beliefs — the scripts in your head that you hold as true. 

This can be achieved by reframing your thoughts from negative to positive through a 
process of choice and sustained repetition. In short, you need to turn positive thinking into 
an unconscious habit. Let’s break it down into 3 simple components to help you develop a 
more conscious and present positive mindset.  

STEP 1: AWARENESS 
 
Start by developing a practice of mindfulness. Mindfulness is a state of heightened mental 
awareness and presence that is achieved through focused concentration, stillness, and 
meditation. Practicing mindfulness can help you slow down, recognize when intrusive 
thoughts creep in, and learn to let them go for good. With mindfulness, instead of allowing 
yourself to be hijacked by your thoughts and holding them as true, you learn to pay close 
attention to them. So start by noticing what beliefs are playing on repeat inside your head 
and any harmful thought patterns you’d like to change. 

STEP 2: DESIRE 
 
Next, you need to decide that these negative and fear-based beliefs aren’t serving you and 
make a conscious choice to let them go. Once you make the decision that you want to think 
differently, your thoughts will start to move in that direction. This will take some work, but 
we promise it will be well worth it! (After all, what’s better than being healthy and happy?!) 

STEP 3: PRACTICE 
 
Finally, it’s time to practice, practice, practice training your brain to adopt a new belief 
system of positivity. Don’t let the word “practice” deter you…this work can be fun! What this 
entails is surrounding yourself in a cozy bubble of positivity. If, for instance, you struggle 
with confidence, recite an affirmation to yourself, like “I am confident and courageous!” Say 
it to yourself as often as humanly possible—when you wake up, in the shower, while you’re 
making breakfast, while driving to work, while you’re working out—until the thought 
becomes an unconscious belief deep within. To reinforce the belief, make that message as 
highly visible as possible in your daily existence. Make it your screensaver on your phone, 
your wallpaper on your laptop…you get the idea. Take it one step further by committing to 
write out your new belief over and over in a notebook, filling a page a day. 

How to Adopt 
Positive Thinking



1.  Write/Journal 
Gratitude journaling is a great way to shift your focus to the positive. You can buy a gratitude journal 
or easily create your own with a blank notebook. We recommend sitting down with your journal in 
the morning or evening and writing down 3-5 things (big or small) that you’re grateful for. 

2. Embrace Affirmations 
Affirmations—or empowering positive statements—can help you internalize positive thinking. Consider 
buying a deck of affirmation cards, downloading an affirmation to use as a laptop or phone 
screensaver, or hanging some wall art…the more you see positive statements, the more thinking them 
will become natural and a force of habit! 

3. Consume Positive Content 
In the same vein, exposing yourself to positive podcasts, books, social media accounts, and other 
types of content can help you harness the power of positive thinking. Take the time to unfollow or 
“hide” people if you find yourself being negatively affected by them. 

4. Meditate 
Studies have shown that people who meditate on a daily basis display more positive emotions than 
their non-practicing counterparts. By focusing your attention on a constant (like taking long, deep 
breaths), meditation can help you anchor yourself in the present and reach a calm and relaxed state. 

5. Exercise and Eat Right 
The mind-body connection is super important when it comes to feeling good on the daily. Taking care 
of yourself physically can have an enormous impact on how we feel mentally.  

6. Spend Time Around Positive People 
Spend more time with the positive people in your life and you’ll be a lot more likely to lean toward 
optimism yourself…it’s contagious! If positivity is rare in your circle, find local groups, or take up a 
new hobby and seek out like-minded friends who always look on the bright side. 

7. Stop Comparing 
You likely know this, but the comparison game is harmful and usually only highlights the things we 
don’t have. Instead, focus on what you do have and how you are already blessed. Instead of 
looking at your weaknesses, ask yourself what your strengths are. Celebrate them! Be proud of them. 

8. Practice Self-Care 
Schedule intentional time out weekly to take care of yourself and do things that make you happy. 
Hobbies, relaxation, and play are all activities that fan the flames of happiness. 

9. Do Something Good 
Find a cause you believe in and get involved. Being part of something that’s bigger than you is a 
great way to increase those feel-good feelings. Try helping out a stranger and see how that impacts 
how you feel about yourself. 

10. Reframe Your Thoughts 
Positive thinkers view failure as a learning opportunity and setbacks as challenges for them to tackle 
and approach from a new angle. So make it a regular practice to reframe difficult situations and look 
for the silver lining. Ask yourself, what can this experience teach me? How can I grow from this?

10 Ways to Develop A 
Positive Mindset

10 Ways to Develop A 
Positive Mindset

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3156028/


MY PROMISE TO MYSELF

MY GOALS
Establishing goals is an important part of the process. Let’s define our 

‘why’. Why are you really starting (or continuing) on this journey?

MY GOALS

MY PROMISE TO MYSELF



MY WEAKNESSESMY WEAKNESSES
Establishing and recognizes our weaknesses is just as important as our 

goals and our strengths.

My weaknesses in terms of nutrition:

My weaknesses in terms of exercise:

Overall weaknesses and/or attributes I would like to 
change or gain during this process:



PHYSICAL GOALS

BODY WEIGHT
MUSCLE MASS

BODY FAT

FITNESS GOALS

1
2
3

MENTAL WELLNESS GOALS

1
2
3

MISC. PERSONAL GOALS

1
2
3



STARTING MEASUREMENTSSTARTING MEASUREMENTS

CHEST: 
The widest part of the chest. Measure under 
your armpits and around tip of your nipples.

Measurement:

ARMS 
Mid-bicep. Make sure you measure both 
arms.

Measurements:

WAIST: 
The smallest part of your midsection, near 
your belly button.

Measurement:

HIPS: 
The widest part of your hips. Measure 
around your booty :)

Measurement:

LEGS: 
The widest part of your upper things.

Measurements:



WEEK ONEWEEK ONEWEEK ONE



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F Sa

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
Change is overwhelming, 

but it’s inevitable if I want to 
get a different outcome.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK ONE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK TWOWEEK TWOWEEK TWO 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F Sa

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
The more I focus on the day at 
hand, the less overwhelmed I 

feel about the future. 

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK TWO

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK THREEWEEK THREEWEEK THREE 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F Sa

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
The less I focus on being 
perfect, the more I enjoy 
learning my new path.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK THREE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK FOURWEEK FOURWEEK FOUR 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F Sa

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
The more I associate how great I feel 

when I make healthy choices, and 
when I make the time to move, the 

more I crave those feelings.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FOUR

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK FIVEWEEK FIVEWEEK FIVE 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
I am my biggest investment and my 

own motivation. This week I continue 
to be my best self, for myself.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK FIVE

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK SIXWEEK SIXWEEK SIX 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
I will continue to make myself 

proud because I know how it feels 
to give up on myself.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SIX

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK SEVENWEEK SEVENWEEK SEVEN 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
I will not choose the path of least 

resistance. I will continue to elevate 
even if it’s one step at a time.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



REFLECTIONS - WRITE BELOW
Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK SEVEN

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



End of Week measurements and reflections

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

It’s the end of the week. Take this time to jot down what went well and what you’d 
like to improve on next week whether its physical, nutrition, or mental. Positive or 
negative all these feelings are valid. Great job for getting through it, warrior!



WEEK EIGHTWEEK EIGHTWEEK EIGHT 



WEEKLY CHECKLIST
Creating routines is a key factor in success. Follow this daily checklist 

of action items to follow through as small progressive steps to improve. 
We often get caught up in life’s actions/responsibilities/family 

obligations so let’s organize your day to day regimen to get elevated.

Su M T W Th F

Rest - Get a good night’s sleep, 
approximately 8 hours.

Affirm - State your daily affirmation(s)

Nourish - Eat all of your scheduled 
meals for the day

Reflect - Journal your thoughts, 
feelings, whatever you need to put ‘pen 
to paper’

Move - Get your workout in!

Community - Check out the private 
Facebook group for inspiration from 
fellow warriors, document your journey 
(only if you wish!)

WEEKLY CHECKLIST



SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS
What are intentions? Intentions are actions that we take in order to 

realize new goals. They require thought and some degree of processing 
and evaluation of the current state of our life and our desired outcomes in 
order to determine what new attitudes and behaviors we need to engage 

to attain those desires

THIS WEEKS AFFIRMATION
I’ve made it this far and I’m excited 
to see what is next. Time to elevate 

another round.

Repeat this affirmation to yourself in the morning 
and in the evening as you are settling in before bed 

- or whenever you need it throughout the day! 

TIP (for next page): Print multiple blank journal 
templates to fill out as often as you wish.

SETTING YOUR INTENTIONS



Use this area below to set your 
intentions, reflect, or just write out 
your thoughts.



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



DAY M T W

Th F S Su
WEEK EIGHT

Today’s workout:

Upper body Lower body Full body Cardio

Yoga Stretch Rest

How my workout went:
(Areas where I felt strong and exercises that I could improve on)

Today’s meals:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Snack(s) Protein Shake

Nutrition Recap:

___g of fat 
___g of carbs 
___g of protein

Today’s meals made me feel:



THEN AND NOWTHEN AND NOW

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

CHEST: 
ARMS: 
WAIST: 
HIPS: 
LEGS

START FINISH

Something I elevated about myself physically (maybe exercises you couldn’t 
complete before or exercises you went up in resistance):

Something I elevated about my nutrition:

Something I elevated for myself mentally:



Look back at your fitness, mental wellness and personal goals from the beginning of 
your journaling. How did you do? What did you learn about yourself? Write about it! 

MY PROUDEST MOMENTS:

YOU DID IT!YOU DID IT!



YOU ARE AMAZING.YOU ARE AMAZING.
I am incredibly proud of you, and you should 
be proud of yourself. Self reflection can be a 
forever tool to help you tackle whatever else 

life has in store for you. 

 I hope you learned so much about yourself 
and what you are capable of in the past 60 

days.  

Continue to find a moment each day to close 
your eyes, take in a moment to take a deep 
breath and concentrate on your feelings of 
gratitude of all your accomplishments both 

past, present, and then visual what’s next for 
you. Carry this mindfulness, peace, and 

positivity forward and together we continue to 
make this world a better place.


